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The Vision: 

 

 This year, the United Nations Society has given me copious opportunities. Whether that 

was to improve my skills of public speaking or coming to consensus with many different 

ideologies. While further meeting like-minded people I created strong and valued relationships 

through the UNS. However, the biggest gain from the UNS was to constantly expand your mind 

on all types of political views and different outcomes. If elected Director of Programing, I, Michael 

Jakac-Sinclair, promise that for both veteran and novice members, opportunities to expand 

engagement and expanding on one’s critical thinking which I outline below. This can fully be 

accomplished in programing which in return will take the UNS new progressive heights.  

 The Director of Programing is supposed to offer delegates exposure to events and 

environments that help embellish the transferable skills gained from MUN. As I was a new member 

this year, I found it hard to get involved with the society in events that were not conference related. 

Meaning, if elected, I will try to make programing a more inclusive and expanded role in the 

society, for the goal of attracting new and old members interest. In order for more members to be 

further engaged, the society should offer more external and open events. I will also propose having 

more regular monthly events. These events should follow themes that embody current issues while 

maintaining professionalism for a healthy debate. This requires closer cooperation with other 

executive members, such as the Co-Directors of Training, The President, VP finances, and others, 

which is a responsibility I am prepared to take on. By doing this, it puts the emphasis how 

important programing is for the future of the Society. This will expand the reach of programing 

and help create more connective events that will bring new, interdisciplinary interests into the 

society. The idea for programming is to stimulate thought, debate, and critical thinking. It is very 

important to me that programing is not a relaxed part of the executive. If elected, I will send a 

message that shows the vison of expanding peoples critical thinking through events that will 

create transferable skills in the ‘real world’ or at conferences. 

 

Monthly Events: 



 
  As Director of Programing I will make sure that there is the highest degree of involvement 

with the rest of the executive. This means smaller speakers and events will have happed every 

month to six weeks. Therefore, events can be done with a more streamlined focus and theme. This 

would include finding speakers for the Fall in-house speakers and others that will encourage and 

stimulate debate. Speakers are a necessary engagement tool for novice and veteran members.  

Having a good relationship with the training directors would allow me, if elected, to have 

more speakers come in during training sessions, which will make things more stream line. These 

speakers in the training session will not be high profile people, yet big voices on campus or around 

the city. The idea around having more student speakers during training sessions give people a 

chance to relate to said person, and more opportunities to learn different aspects of the International 

relations. While for higher events, like 2017/18 the Fall in House training, higher profile speakers 

would be the top of my list, and use the connections that Ottawa host for us.  

In order to make an engaged, comfortable, and critical thinking environment it is important 

to have relaxed open debates. This will make it less intimidating for new members and attracts old 

members who like to have an open dialog. However, dialogue events should be revised so that 

they challenge the most current global events, which will be themed based throughout each event. 

Further, offering occasional professional insight around the city of Ottawa encourages people to 

be more involved with society but also with the promotion of diplomacy which is applicable in 

any discipline. Additionally, if I am elected Director of Programing, I will use dialogue events to 

help create bridges between other societies, such as University of Ottawa or Queens as an 

opportunity to expand outreach, while indirectly creating alliances that could help at future 

conferences.   

Programming is supposed to engage the society with the exterior environment that provides 

the essence of open thought. This is done through my position by embassy visits. If elected, I 

would, try to make a visit once a month and create a better report with embassies the society and 

the university overall. It is important that the UNS gives to his members the experiences that they 

signed up for by gaining experience, networking, and shows a perfect example of international 

relations in progress.   

Even though the UNS has shown me to be very open and accepting of new members at all 

skill levels, there needs to be a finer tuned mechanism to make new delegates feel less intimidated. 



If elected, I would eliminate the buddy system for a group-based approach. Meaning the promotion 

of smaller dialogues, making safer spaces for people to feel comfortable voicing their opinions, 

and hopefully encouraging people to come more regularly. This will help people at conference 

pick up ideas, network, debate diplomatically and create overall a more engaged environment. So 

there is no one on one mentorship yet group mentorship with both veterans and novice members, 

just how I managed to get more engaged with the UNS.  

 

Programing’s big event (UNS•TEDX):    

   
Every year the United Nations Society hosts two major events: The Fall In-house and the 

UNS Gala. For 2017/18, if elected, I plan on adding a third one, UNS TEDX. What is better than 

open speaking events, that stimulates thought, and critical thinking on international issues, while 

speaking on the topic the executive chooses. My personal vision for this would to make it inclusive 

is for ordinary members, the executive and high profile speakers to participate. Preferably two of 

each, so that delegates understand that anyone has the potential of doing something as special as 

Model UN and you do not need to have a crazy amount of expertise. I have helped run TED X’s 

before and know others who have done so too. This would need sponsors, finances, organization 

and a lot of time I am more than willing to put in for the UNS and the University. This would be 

the biggest part of and new initiative for Programing that will create more stimulus not just 

internally but externally for the UNS.     


